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These large-size dictionaries consist of 30 two-page spreads illustrating subjects popular and

familiar to children such as the house, classroom, city, transportation, sports, circus, zoo, ocean,

and outer space. At the back of each book is a complete glossary index and pronunciation guide of

every word shown in the dictionary. This series is a great resource for parents and children!
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I borrowed this book from a Spanish-speaking co-worker and have found that it is a very useful book

even though I have been learning Spanish intensively for over three years. The book is very useful

for quickly looking up words for a variety of situations. Even after learning the language it is handy to

have a picture dictionary available - many of the more complicated picture dictionaries tend to be

overwhelming and too detailed. This book will not teach you Spanish grammar and will not teach

you how to speak the language but will definitely increase your vocabulary if you have some other

resource avilable for learning the grammer. The book is an awkard size and you probably won't find

that you carry it around very often.

I've just recently dedided to study speaking Spanigh in my home as opposed to a school

enviornment. It helps that I have a spanish speaking partner. I have purchased more than quit a few

home study books, tapes and Software programs. But have been dissappointed with them. They



are all geared towards people who already have a good grasp of the language. This book was a

blessing. It is perfect for the True Beginner. If other books leave you thinking, "I'll never learn how to

speak Spanish", this book will give you some incentive to continue learning. I have dusted off some

of those old spanish books and getting my monies worth by using them. :-)

This is a book intended for kids, but it can be useful for kids and adults alike. As an adult, I

purchased this book to brush up on my Spanish. I find pictures and organization make the

memorization process easier.There are more than 1,500 words covered, in 32 sections. Usually, the

theme of the section is expressed through a large scene, in which the individual items can be seen.

They are also separately shown, with English and Spanish description. I was happy to see that

there were bilingual glossaries and that the Spanish-English one gives Spanish pronunciations.This

dictionary primarily concerns nouns, with use of the proper Spanish article; there are merely one

section on verbs and one section on prepositions and adjectives. Many say it is more important to

focus on verbs, language structure, and idioms, and that is fine. But I find it great to have such a

quick reference for frequently used nouns.

It's a great book for building vocabulary for people learning either Spanish or English since it has

both the English and Spanish words next to the little pictures on one side of the page. The other

page has a large scene that contains all the little pictures - but without the labels. It's a fun way to

drill new words. My kids love it and so do I.

I used this book to assist my child in Spanish many years ago. She was always an A student with its

help. Now many years later I am using it for my sister-in-law daughter who will be starting Spanish

this year. In two days she covered all of her fruits and vegi.
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